CIRCULAR TO ONLY CURRENT E4 STUDENTS
As you are aware, academic schedule for the year 2019-20 was disrupted due to
COVID-19, necessitating suitable adjustment of our academic activities. You must have
been benefited by the online learning activities conducted by the University to continue
teaching-learning process. RGUKT is now planning to conduct wrap-up classes for a
week before examinations to supplement online activities. Both EST & Mid-3 will also
be held in July 2020. In order to avoid travel and other hardships, RGUKT is planning to
conduct examinations in the following additional centers apart from RGUKT campuses.
But wrap-up classes will only be held only in Nuzvid and RK Valley campuses. Students
are advised to indicate in the survey given below the topics that need to be covered in
the wrap-up classes.
Students are free to choose any of the centers irrespective of their registered campus.
The purpose of the survey is to ascertain the choice of students opting their center of
examination as given below. Final decision will be taken by the University on the
centers to conduct the examinations taking your choice into consideration. However,
accommodation will be provided only in Nuzvid and RK Valley campuses. Should the
students wish to attend wrap-up classes they have to necessarily go to their respective
campus of study and also appear for the examinations after the wrap up classes.
Examination Centers
RGUKT Srikakulam Campus, Etcherla
Andhra University, Visakhapatnam
Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Kakinada
Acharya Nagarjuna University Campus, Guntur
Vikram Simhapuri University Campus, Nellore
Sri Venkateswara University Campus, Tirupati
Jawaharlal Nehru Technological University, Anantapur
RGUKT Nuzvid Campus, Nuzvid
RGUKT RK Valley Campus, Idupulapaya
RGUKT Ongole Campus, Rao and Naidu College of Engineering, Ongole.
Wrap-up classes will be organized on a need based model after taking the survey
inputs. Therefore, you need to provide the following details to schedule the wrap-up
classes and also examination centers.

Survey.
1. Which of the topic(s) you wish us to revise in the wrap-up classes?
(topics in each subject may be specified)
2. In which center you wish to appear for the examinations?
( List of centers will appear in the dropdown box)
I hereby declare that the above information is furnished based on my choice and interest.
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